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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of eventual stability of a point was introduced by La Salle 
and Rath [3] in 1963 for ordinary differential equations to overcome the 
fact that for many perturbation and adaptive control problems the point in 
question may not be an equilibrium (invariant) point. 
There was at first some controversy as to whether or not eventual stabilities 
were a generalization of Lyapunov stabilities, as the latter imply that the set 
or point is invariant. This was settled by Lakshmikantham and Leela [2] 
with the generalisation of invariance to asymptotic invariance; eventually 
stable sets are asymptotically invariant, which enables us to regard Lyapunov 
stability as a special case of eventual stabilities. 
Axiomatically defined general control systems [l, 4, 5, 6, 71 provide an 
abstract medium for investigating behaviour and conceptual relationships 
for a wide variety of dynamical systems, control or without uniqueness, 
and not necessarily governed by ordinary differential equations. 
In an earlier paper [l] we discussed asymptotic invariance of sets for general 
control systems. Here we consider eventual stabilities for general control 
systems. The eventual strong stabilities are analogous to those already 
treated in ordinary differential equations [2, 3, 8, 91. The eventual weak 
stabilities, like the positive weak asymptotic invariance in [l], have not been 
treated yet, even for ordinary differential equations. 
In Section 3 we give definitions, examples and some basic properties of 
eventually stable sets. In Section 4 we give conditions under which eventual 
stability reduces to the corresponding Lyapunov stability. 
Section 5 contains necessary and sufficient conditions for both eventual 
uniform strong and weak stabilities. 
In Section 6 we give sufficient conditions for two kinds of eventual asymp- 
totic stabilities; one strong, the other weak. 
Our conditions in both these sections are natural generalizations of those 
obtained by Roxin [4, 61 for the corresponding Lyapunov stabilities of a set. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
For conciseness we will use the definitions and notation of [l], [4] and [S] 
to which the reader is referred. 
X is a complete locally compact metric space, with bounded metric p. 
A general control system is defined in terms of an attainability set function 
+“o Y 0 7 t t), defined for all x0 E X and t > to 3 0, and satisfying the six 
axioms listed in [I] and [4] (including the backwards extendability axiom). 
Let @(x0, to) denote the set of all motions of a given general control 
system emanating from (x0 , t o ). Then we will require the following generaliza- 
tion of a theorem due to Barbashin. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that x, + x0 and t, + to in X x Rf and let {&} 
be a sequence of motions of a general dynamical system with & E @(xn , t,) for 
n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
Let [TV , T.J be a compact interval in [to , co) such that all but a finite number 
of t, < 71 * 
Then there exists a convergent subsequence 
uniformly in r1 < t < r2 . 
Proof. We shall prove this in three steps 
(i) t, = to , 
(ii) t, < to , 
(iii) t, 3 to , 
from which the general result follows, using suitable combinations of these 
cases, and discarding a finite number of terms from the sequences where 
necessary. 
Case I. When t, = to for n = 1, 2, 3,... the result is due to Barbashin 
[4, Theorem 6.21 where the convergence is given uniformly on compact 
time intervals to < t < 72 , from which it follows that the convergence is 
uniform on compact subintervals to < or < t < 72 . 
Case II. t, < to for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Then yn = &(to) EF(~, , t, , to) for n = 1,2, 3 ,... and 
f(Yn 3 x0) < P *wn > t, ? to), {x0)) = P*wn > tn > to), +o > to 9 to)) 
+O as n--too 
by the uppersemicontinuity of the attainability set. 
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Thus applying Case I to & E @(m , to) and yn -+ x,, , the result follows. 
Case III. t, > to for n = 1,2, 3 ,... . 
Let {T,} be a strictly decreasing sequence converging to to, i.e., 
Tl > T, > . ..>t.and~a>T~. 
Then to < t, < Tl for all but possibly a finite number of t, which we 
discard (and relabel with subscript n). 
As & E @(x, , tn) we have &( Tl) E F(xn , t, , TJ and 
by the upper semicontinuity of F. As F is compact, there is a 7 E F(x, , to , Tl) 
and a subsequence 
Y n’ = 4nG) --+r. 
Applying Case I to +,,, E @(yn, , TJ there is a further subsequence 
A- - $1 E W, Td, 
uniformly on the compact time interval [T, , TJ. 
In fact, as y EF(x~ , to , T,), we can assume that $r E @(x0 , to). 
Then by discarding a finite number of terms and relabeling where neces- 
sary, we can repeat the above process with to < t,” < T, and the sequence 
{&e}, obtaining a further subsequence brim +$a E @(x0 , to) uniformly on 
the compact time interval [T, , ~~1. 
This can be repeated for each T, , m = 1, 2, 3,..., and taking the (relabeled) 
diagonal subsequence {I$,> then $Jt) +&(t) uniformly on compact time 
intervals [T, , ~~1 for each m = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Since & E @(x0 , to) for m = 1,2, 3 ,..., applying Case I again, there is a 
convergent subsequence 
Ad -+ B E @(x0 , to). 
As&(t) ~&+~(t) for all t > T, for m = 1, 2, 3,... then 4(t) =&(t) for 
all t 3 T, , m = 1,2, 3 ,... . Clearly 4, --+$ uniformly on compact intervals 
to < 7r < t < ~a < co (after discarding a finite number of terms if necessary). 
Q.E.D. 
3. STABILITY AND EVENTUAL STABILITY OF A SET 
The concept of eventual stability of a point for ordinary differential 
equations was introduced by La Salle and Rath [3]. In the following years 
several more works appeared on eventual stability, but again still only for 
ordinary differential equations [2, 8, 91. 
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In this section we extend the above work to general control systems, and 
also introduce eventual weak stability which has not yet been considered, 
even in an ordinary differential equations’ setting. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. 
(3.1.1) The set A is strongly (Lyupunov) stable if for every t, 3 0 and 
E > 0 there is a 6 = S(t,, , C) > 0 such that 
W(4 3, to, t) c w, 4 for all t > t, . 
(3.1.2) The set A is eventuaZZy strongly stable if for every E > 0 there 
exists a T(E), T(G) + 00 as E -+ 0, and a 6 = S(t, , l ) > 0, t, > T(E), such that 
qw, q, to, t) c w, c) 
for all t >, t, >, T(C). 
(3.1.3) The set A is uniformly strongly stable if the 6 in (3.1.1) is inde- 
pendent of t, > 0. 
(3.1.4) The set A is eventually uniformly strongly stable if the 6 in 
(3.1.2) is independent of to > T(C). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. 
(3.2.1) The set A is weakly (Lyupunov) stable if for every to >, 0 and 
E > 0 there is a 6 = S(t, , .s) > 0 such that for every x0 E S(A, 6) and t, 3 0 
there can be found a motion 4 E @(x0 , to) for which 
for all t 3 t, . 
(3.2.2) The set A is eventually weakly stable if for every E > 0 there 
exists a T(E), T(C) -+ cc as t+ co, and a 6 = S(t, , C) > 0, to 3 T(C), such 
that for each x0 E S(A, 6) and t, > T(c) there can be found a motion 
+ E @(x0 , t,) satisfying 
WI E W, 4 for all t > t, . 
(3.2.3) The set A is uniformly weakly stable if the 6 in (3.2.1) is inde- 
pendent of t,, > 0. 
(3.2.4) The set A is eventually uniformly weakly stable if the 6 in (3.2.2) 
is independent of t, > T(c). 
Remark 3.1. It is easy to see that the Lyapunov stabilities are each 
special cases of the corresponding eventual stabilities, with any T(E) > 0 
satisfying the requirements of Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Since these different types of Lyapunov stabilities are known to be generally 
distinct from each other (see [5]), so will be the more general eventual 
stabilities. 
There are examples in the literature of eventually (strongly) stable sets 
which are not strongly stable. For example, the set A = (0} in Fig. 2. 
The next example is of an eventually weakly stable set which is not weakly 
stable. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X be the real line and let a general control system 
be given graphically in Fig. 1, in which all points are points of uniqueness, 
except along the oscillating trajectory, the amplitudes of which can be taken 
to decrease exponentially. 
FIGURE 1 
The set A = (0) is eventually weakly stable, but is not weakly stable. 
In fact A is eventually uniformly weakly stable. 
Remark 3.2. If the set A is eventually strongly stable so is 2. Also 2 is 
then positively strongly asymptotically invariant. 
If A is eventually weakly stable so is A, and w is then positively weakly 
asymptotically invariant. 
4. EVENTUAL STABILITY AND INVARIANT SETS 
For ordinary differential equations eventual (strong) stabilities reduce to 
the corresponding (strong) Lyapunov stabilities provided the set is compact 
and positively strongly invariant, e.g., Theorem 2 in [3] and Theorems 17.1, 
17.2 in [9]. 
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In order to prove an analogous result for general control systems we need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a nonempty compact positively invariant set. Then 
for any E > 0 and 0 < T < co there exists a 6 = a(~, T) > 0 such that 
WV, a>, to, t) C W, 4 for all 0 < to < t < T. 
Proof. Suppose this is not true. Then there exist sequences {a,}, {xJ, 
{tk}, (sk} and {&} for which 
8, > 0, S,+O as k-+co 
xk E S(4 sk) and o<tk<Sk<T 
+k E @txk 2 tk) and +kbk) # SW, + 
Then by the compactness of A x [0, T] there are x0 E A and 0 < to < 
so < T, and subsequences x, + x0 , t, -+ to and sP + so . Clearly to < so . 
Since +, E @(x, , t,) and x, + x0 , t, -+ to , by the generalized Barbashin 
Theorem (Theorem 2.1) there is a further subsequence {&} converging to 
a motion 4 E @(x0 , to). There is a 7, with to < 7 < so , such that this con- 
vergence is uniform for T < t < T. 
Since for all but a finite number of terms, 7 < s, < T, 4p(s,J # S(A, l ) 
and the convergence is uniform for 7 < t < T, we have 
&so) 4 S(4 4. 
However, x0 E A and A is positively strongly invariant, so B(t) E A for all 
t > to. 
Thus we have a contradiction, and consequently the lemma is true. 
Remark 4.1. The above lemma need not be true if the set is not compact. 
Furthermore, the corresponding weak result does not generally hold. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let X be the real line. A general control system is given 
graphically in Fig. 2. All points x E X\(O) are points of uniqueness and there 
are infinitely many motions emanating from each (0, to) for all to > 0. 
The set A, = (-co, 0) is positively strongly invariant, but not compact. 
However, there are E > 0 and 0 < T < co for which there can be found 
no 6 = 6(r, T) > 0 such that the condition of the lemma holds. 
The set A, = (0) is compact and positively weakly invariant. However, 
there are some E and 0 < T < co such that for each 6 > 0 all motions 
4 E @(x0, to) for any x0 E S(A, 6)\A and 0 < to < T leave S(A, 6). 
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FIGURE 2 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a nonempty compact set, which is positively 
strongly invariant and eventually strongly stable. Then A is strongly stable. 
Proof. By the eventual strong stability of A there is a 
6, = S,(t, > 6) > 0, 4 3 +> 
such that 
F(S(A, S,), t, , t) C S(A, 4 for all t > tI . 
In particular, if tl = T(C) then 6, = 6,(-r(~), E) = S,(s) < E. By Lemma 4.1 
there is a 6, = 6,(&(e), ~(6)) = S,(E) such that for any 0 < to ,< T(E) 
F(S(A, a,), to > t) C W, s,) for all to < t < T(C) 
and consequently 
W(A, s,), to , t) C W, 4 for all t > to . 
Thus given E > 0 and to 3 0 the strong stability of A follows with 
if to > T(c) 
if 0 < to < T(c). 
COROLLARY 4.1. If in Theorem 4.1 A is eventually uniformly strongly 
stable, then it is uniformly strongly stable. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a nonempty compact, eventually (uniformly) 
strongly stable set and F a periodic general control system. Then A is (uniformly) 
strongly stable. 
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Proof. As A is eventually strongly stable it is positively asymptotically 
strongly invariant. Thus by Theorem 6.1 in [l], since A is closed and F 
periodic, A is positively strongly invariant. 
The result then follows from the compactness of A and the above theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a nonempty, compact, positively strongly invariant 
set. Then if A is eventually weakly stable it is weakly stable. If A is eventually 
uniformly weakly stable it is uniformly weakly stable. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, so will be omitted. 
Remark 4.2. In view of Example 4.1 we do not expect the Theorem 4.2 
to be true if positive strong invariance is replaced by positive weak invariance. 
5. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the eventual 
uniform strong stability and the eventual uniform weak stability of a set in 
terms of Lyapunov like functions. Our conditions are in the spirit of 
Wexler’s [S] as we believe these to be a more natural generalization of the 
results obtained by Roxin [4] for the corresponding Lyapunov stabilities 
of a set. 
THEOREM 5.1. A necessary and sujicient condition for a nonempty set 
A C X to be eventually uniformly strongly stable is that there exist real valued 
functions V(t, x), a(r), b(r) and O(Y) such that 
(i) V(t, x) is deJned in R+ x S(A, 7) for some 7 > 0. 
(ii) a(r) and b(r) are defined for 0 < Y < r); a(0) = b(0) = 0 and are 
both continuous and strictly monotonic increasing in Y. 
(iii) O(Y) is de$ned for 0 < Y < r] and is continuous and monotonic 
decreasing in r. 
(iv) For t > e(r) and 0 < Y < p(x, A) < 11 
4% 4) < V, 4 < a(& A)) 
and D*V(t, x) < 0. 
Proof. 
Su#iciency. Given E, 0 < E < 7, choose 6 = 8(e) > 0 such that b(c) = a(8) 
(hence 6 < E), and define T(C) = B@(E)). 
Suppose A is not eventually uniformly strongly stable with this choice of 
T(C) and S(C). 
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Then for some x, E S(A, 8) and to > ~(6) there exists a motion 46 E @(q, , &,) 
and time instants te > tr > to such that 
But tr > T(G) = @(E)) and p(J5(tI), A) = 6 so 
AIso t, > e(8) 2 O(E) and p(#(t,), A) = E so 
where u(t) = V(t, 4(t)). 
Thus by Lemma 9.2 [4] 
which is absurd. 
From this contradiction we conclude that A is eventually uniformly 
stable with S(E) and T(E) as defined above. 
Necessity. Suppose that A is eventually uniformly strongly stable, i.e., 
given E > 0 there exist 8(e) and I such that for each to > T(C) 
qv, 4 to, 0 c %% 4 for all t > to. 
Then the function 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
(a) V(t, x) is defined and finite for all x E X and t > 0. 
(b) V(t, CC) >, min(1, p(x, A)) for all t > 0 and x 4 d 
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Take for example b(r) = 1 - e-+ < min{l, r} for all Y > 0. This function b 
is continuous, strictly monotonic increasing in Y and has b(0) = 0. 
Thus V(t, x) > b(p(x, A)) f or all t > 0 and all p(x, A) > Y > 0 for any 
Y > 0. 
(c) Let ~(6) be the inverse of 8(e). It can be assumed continuous and 
strictly monotonic increasing with ~(0) = 0. 
Define O(Y) = T(c(Y)). 
Then by the eventual uniform strong stability of A, for any t > t, > O(Y), 
r > 0, and p(xO , A) < r 
Qo , to , t> C W6 E(Y)). 
Consequently V(t, , x0) < min{l, E(Y)}. Now suppose that for some x1 , 
p(xl , A) 2 y and tl 3 e(y) 
Then there is an Y’ with Y < p(xl, A) < Y’ and 
But also t1 3 e(y) 2 e(p(x, , A)) 2 ety’) so by the eventual strong stability 
Take a(~) = E(Y) > min(1, E(Y)}, has a(O) = 0, and is continuous and 
strictly monotonic increasing in Y. 
Then V(t, X) < a(& A)) for all t > e(r) and 0 < Y < p(x, A). 
(d) For any x E X, t > 0, s > t, and y EF(x, t, s) we have 
qy, s, 7) cqx, 4 7) for all 7 > s. 
Thus, Vb, r> < W ) x an soD*V(t,x)<Oforallx~Xandt>O.This d 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
For the sufficiency part of the next theorem we will need the following 
lemma due to Roxin [4, Lemma 9.81. Roxin’s proof has a misprint: for the 
scalar function u(t) use 
u(t) = inf{V(t, x) - V(t’, x’); x EF(x’, t’, t)}. 
LEMMA 5.1 (Roxin). If V(t, x) is a real valued, lower semicontinuous 
function defined on a closed set B CR+ x X, if D+V(t, x) < 0 on B, and if 
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c = ((4 4; w, 4 < 4 is a non.empty sdzset of B, then for each (t@ , xs) e C 
there is a motion d, E @(x0, t,) such that one of the fo~~g two possj~~jtjes 
holds: 
(i) $(t) = (t, +(t)) E C for all t 2 to, 07 
(ii) z,L(t) leaves C at a point belonging to the boundary of B. 
T~o~M 5.2. A ~c~s~y and su~~.~t ~o~iti~ fog the ~e~~al un~~rn 
weah stability of a nonempiy set A C X is the existence of real valued fun&ions 
V(t, x), a(r), b(r) and e(r) sat;sfuin 
(i) conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1, 
(ii) V(t, x) is lower sem~co~tjuuous h (t, x), 
(iii) for t 2 8(r) am2 0 < r < p(x, A) < 11 
b(&, 4) < W, 4 < 44x, 4 
and D+ V( t, x) < 0. 
Proof. 
Necessity. Define V(t, x) = min{l, infd,cp(le,t) super p(+(s), A)}. Then this 
function satisfies the conditions of the theorem 
(a) V(t, x) is defined and finite for all t 2 0 and x E X. 
(b) J% 4 2 mW Ax, 4) f orallt~Oand~~~,sowe~nt~e, 
for example, b(r) = 1 - e-r for I > 0. 
(c) V(t, x) is lower semicontinuous and the infimum is actually 
attained for some motion+ E @(x, t). See the proof of Theorem 9.5 in [4] for 
details. 
(d) Let V(te , x,,) = a and let r$ E @(x0 , t,,) be the motion for which 
the intimum is attained, i.e., 
Write u(t) = ~(~,~(~)). Then u(t) is nonincreasing, so D+u(t) < 0 for all 
t > to . But r>,V(t, , x,,) < D+z~(t,), and as (3, , t,) were arbitrary we have 
D,V(t, x) d 0 far all t >, 0 and x E X. 
(e) A is eventually uniformly weakly stable, so for E > 0 there exist 
S(E) and r(c). Let ~(8) be the inverse of S(E). It can be assumed to be continuous 
and monotonic increasing, with ~(0) = 0. 
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Define e(r) = r(~(r)), which is thus continuous and monotonic decreasing 
in r. 
Then for t, 3 e(y) and x,, E S(A, r) there exists a motion 4~ 0(x, , to) 
such that 
J(t) E w, dr>) for all t 3 to 
by the eventual uniform weak stability of A. 
Hence V(t, , x0) < c(r). 
Suppose for some tl >, e(r) there is an x1 with p(q , A) > r > 0 for which 
vt1 > 4 > 44% > 4). 
By the properties of E(T) there is an r’ with Y < p(xi , A) < I’, such that 
WI, %I > w > 4f(%, 4). 
Now t, 3 e(r) 2 e(p(X, , A)) a e(d) SO 
fqtl , x1) < 4r’). 
This contradiction means that for all t >, e(r) and 0 < r < p(x, A) 
qt, 4 < 4y). 
In fact V(t, X) < min{l, c(r)}, so by taking u(r) = E(Y) we have the desired 
property. 
This proves necessity. 
Sujiciency. For any E, 0 < E < 7, choose 6 = 6(e) such that a(8) = b(c) 
and define T(C) = 0(8(e)). Th en f rom the conditions of the theorem it follows 
that 
(a) if t > 13(s) > e(c) and x E S(A, 7) then V(t, X) < b(e) implies that 
x E S(A, e); 
(b) if t 3 e(r) 3 e(8) and 0 < r < p(x, A) < 8(e) then V(t, x) < 
a(S) = b(E). 
Define 
C = u {(t, X) E Rf x S(A, 7); t 3 max{e(S), 0(r)} and V(t, x) <b(c)}. 
O<T<E 
The union, in fact, can be taken over 0 < r < E as the set 
{(t, x); t > e(s) 3 W, ,4x, 4 = E and W, 4 < WI 
is empty. 
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By the lower semicontinuity of V(t, x) and the properties of B, C is a 
closed set and is contained in the closed set 
B = u {(t, X) E R+ x X; t 2 max{e(r), 0(s)} and 7 < p(x, A) < c}. 
OO<E 
Clearly D+V(t, X) < 0 for (t, X) E B. 
Then apply Lemma 5.1, for any (to , x0) E C there is a motion 1,6 E @‘(x0 , to) 
such that #(t) = (t, 4(t)) ei th er remains in C for all t > to or leaves C at a 
point belonging to the boundary of B. 
But if (t, X) E C u 3B then either 
(i) t = S(E) and S(E) < p(x, A) < E or 
(ii) t = S(Y) and p(x, A) = 7 for 0 < T < 8(e). Only the latter is of 
importance. 
We will now show that A is an eventually uniformly weakly stable set 
with the ~(6) and S(E) defined above. 
Take any to > T(C) and x0 E S(A, 6). There are three cases 
(I) p(xo , A) = r > 0 and to Z O(Y) 2 T(E), 
(II) p(xo , A) = r > 0 and T(E) < to < e(r), 
(III) x0 E A and to 3 T(E). 
In Case I V(t, , x0) < u(r) < u(S) = b(c) so (to , x0) E C. Hence there 
exists a motion # E @(x0, to) such that #(t) = (t, b(t)) remains in C for all 
t > to , and consequently 4(t) E S(A, E) for all t > to , or else +(t) leaves C 
on the boundary of B. In the latter instance there is an T’, 0 < 7’ < 6, such 
that ~(C(T’), A) = T’ where T’ = e(r’) and #(t) enters the set. 
B* = {[W>, ~0) x SK 4\B 
(see Fig. 3) for t > 7’. This then reduces to Case II. 
FIGURE 3 
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In Case II, 0 < p(x,, , A) = r’ < 6 and 0(S) < t, < O(Y’), i.e., (t,, , x,,) E B* 
and any motion + E @(x,, , ,, t ) either has (t, $(t)) E B* for all t 3 to (i.e., 
$(t) E S(A, 6) for all t > to) or there is an r”, 0 < r” < S such that 
p($(~“), A) = r” where T” = O(Y”), i.e., (T”, $(T”)) E C and we have Case I 
over again. 
Thus there is a motion 4 E @(x0, to) such that (t, $(t)) E C u B* C 
Rf x S(A, c) for all t > to , i.e., d(t) E &‘(A, .z) for t 3 to . 
In Case III, x0 E 2 and to > T(e). Then any motion I$ E @(x,, , to) either 
stays in A for all t > to or it enters B*\[T(E), co) x A, in which case we 
have Case II. 
Combining all three cases we have shown that A is eventually uniformly 
weakly stable. 
Remark 5.1. In both Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 the properties of the 
Lyapunov function V(t, X) in the necessity parts of the proofs are actually 
stronger than stated in the Theorem, i.e., they are stronger than what is 
required for the sufficiency part of the proof. 
It should also be noted that unlike Lyapunov stabilities we do not require 
the functions V(t, x) to be positive definite (see [4]) with respect to set A. 
Also, whereas in ordinary differential equations some kind of continuity 
or Lipschitz condition is placed on the Lyapunov function, in Theorem 5.1 
the Lyapunov function is not even assumed to be continuous. 
6. EVENTUAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITIES 
There are many kinds of asymptotic stabilities of a set known for both 
ordinary differential equations and general control systems. Roxin gives a 
classification in [5], all of which can be generalized into eventual stabilities. 
Here we will consider only two cases, giving sufficiency conditions for each. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A set A C X is eventually uniformly equi-asymptotically 
strongly stable if 
(a) A is eventually uniformly strongly stable; 
(b) there are numbers To > 0, 6, > 0 and a function 
T = T(E) such that for any to 3 To 
W(A, So), to 9 0 C V, 4 for all t 3 to. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a nonempty subset of X and suppose there are real 
valued functions a, b, c, fl and V such that 
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(i) a, b, 6, V satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1. 
(ii) c satis$es the same conditions as a and b, 
(iii) for t > O(r) and 0 < r < p(x, A) < 7 
&4x, 4) < W, 4 < 44~ 4) 
and D*V(t, x) < -c(&, A)) < 0. 
Then A is eventually uniformly equi-asymptotically strongly stable. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 A is eventually uniformly strongly stable, with 
6 = S(C) and T(C) defined as 
4s) = b(4, 44 = V(4) for 0 < E < 7. 
Take some r,, , 0 < r0 < 7 (which will be held fixed throughout the 
proof) and define 
so = Sk,), 70 = Tko) 
and T(E) = T(E) + a(r,)/c@(~)). 
Then in view of the eventual uniform strong stability, for any to 3 7. 
and x0 E S(A, 8,) it suffices to show that there exists a 
t” EI* = [to + T(E), to + T(E)] 
such that 
@o , to , t*> C W, 8) (6 = S(E)). 
Assume if possible that 
F&o > to , t) C W, ro) C Q, 8) for all t E I* 
and take any motion 4 E @(us , to). 
Then 8(c) < p(+(t), A) < r. for any t EI* so D*u(t) < D*V(t, x)1,,(,) < 
-c(p(x, A)) < -c(6) < 0 where u(t) = V(t, d(t)). Thus, 
u(to + T(c)) < Wo + ~(4) - PW - ~(41 * 46) 
But 
4to + TM = Wo + T(4, Wo + TM 
> b(/Wto + T(4), 4) > b(s) > 0. 
From this contradiction we conclude that A is eventually uniformly 
equi-asymptotically strongly stable. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 6.2. A set A C X is eventually uniformly asymptotically 
weakly stable if 
(a) A is eventually uniformly weakly stable, 
(b) there are numbers 70 > 0, 6, > 0 and a function T = T(E) such 
that for any t,, > T,, and x0 E S(A, 8,) there can be found a motion + E @(.x0 , to) 
for which 
‘tit &(t)t 4 = 0 
and 
P(M), 4 < E for t > t, + T(E). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A be a nonempty subset of X and suppose that there 
exist real valuedfunctions a, b, c, 8 and V satisfying 
(i) conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1. 
(ii) V(t, x) is lower semicontinuous in (t, x); 
(iii) for t > O(Y) and 0 < Y < p(x, A) < 7 
44x, 4) < W, 4 < 44x, A)) 
and D+V(t, x) < 0. 
Then A is eventually uniformly asymptotically weakly stable. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 A is eventually uniformly weakly stable with 
8 = 8(c) and G-(C) defined by 
a(6) = b(E) and 44 = W(4) for 0 <E < 7. 
Take any ro, 0 < r. < 7, and define 
*o = PO) and 70 = +o> 
(this r. will be held fixed throughout the proof). Let 8, = S,(E) = a(~)/2 > 0. 
Then the function c(r)/a( ) Y is continuous and positive on the interval 
6, < Y < r. and, consequently, has a lower bound 01 = a(~) > 0 on this 
interval. 
Define T(E) = 0(8,(~)) + I/&(E) log a@,)/b(6,(E)). We will show that for 
any to 3 7. and x0 E S(A, 6,) there can be found a motion + E @(x0 , to) 
such that 
$0) E WC 4 for all t 3 to + T(E). 
Actually, in view of the eventual uniform weak stability of A it suffices 
to show that there is a motion 4 E @(x0 , to) and a time instant 
tl EI* = [to + ‘W,), to + T(E)] 
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such that 
Let 
B = u ((t, x) E R+ x X; t >, max{e(r), T,,> and r < p(x, A) < ro} 
s,srsY~ 
and B, = {[TV , ~0) x W, r,l)\B. 
From the continuity and monotonic decreasing nature of 8, B is a closed 
subset of R+ x X. 
For (t, x) E B define 
W(t, x) = V(t, x) ea(%). 
This is clearly lower semicontinuous on B, and (using the first lemma 
in Section 6 of [6]) 
D+W(t, x) = [D+V(t, x) + aV(tl , x)] ea(t-to) 
< [-c(p(x, A)) + a - a(p(x, A))] ea(t-to) 
<OonB. 
Given any to > T,, and x,, E S(A, 8,) we can distinguish three cases: 
Case I. There exists an rr , 0 < r, < 6, such that 
to 2 f4%> and P(Xo ,A) = r1 * 
Let X = A(p(xo , A)) be such that 
0 < 44x0 2 4) -=c h < Go) 
and define 
C = {(t, x); W(t, x) < A> n B. 
Then (to, x0) E C and C is a closed subset of B. 
Case II. If p(xo , A) = y1 > 0 but 7. < to < Q,) then (to, x0) E B, and 
any motion q3 E @(x0 , to) will be such that either 
(a) (t, d(t)) E B, for all t > to , and hence 
(b(t) E fwt 61) for all t EI* 
or 
(b) (t, b(t)) enters B, and hence we revert to Case I, using the entrance 
point instead of (to , x0). 
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Case Ill: x,, E 2 and to 3 G-,, . Then any motion 4 E @(x0 , t,) either 
remains in 2 for all t > to , or (t, 4(t)) enters B, and we have Case II. 
Consequently we need only consider Case I. 
Then (t, , x0) E C C B, and applying Lemma 5.1 there is a motion 
E E @(x0, to) for which either I/J(~) = (t, c(t)) E C for all t 3 t,, , or #(t) 
leaves C on a point on the boundary of B. 
But 4(t) must leave C before -r = t, + T(E) for otherwise 
W(T, x) = V(T, x) eacrmto) 
which contradicts 
Thus 4(t) leaves C at a point on the boundary of B for some t,, < t < 
t, + T(c). 
Suppose that p(x, A) = r-0 and t > t,, 2 T,, , then 
W(t, x) = V(t, x) eattwto) 
> b(Y,) = a&) > A. 
Consequently #(t) exists from C with either 
(a) t = O(Y) and p(a(t), A) = r for S, < r < S, 
or 
(b) e(%) < t < to + e(h) and p(4), A) = 6, 
or 
(c) t EI* and +(t), A) = 6, . 
In the first two instances $(t) enters B, and we have Case II and we keep 
repeating the above procedure until t E I*. 
Thus we will always have p(u(Q, A) < 6, for some tl E 1*, from which 
the result follows. 
It remains only to show that a can be prolonged after tl in such a way that 
p(u(t), A) -+ 0. Th is can be done by repeating the above construction in the 
manner outlined in Theorem 7 of [6]. 
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